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Basketball
By Clark Ness

 “Good morning, teacher,” said Chloe 
as she walked into her classroom before 
school.
 “Good morning,” said her teacher 
who was sitting at the teacher’s desk. 
“How can I help you?”
 “I want to be a basketball,” said 
Chloe.
 “Why do you want to be a 
basketball?” asked her teacher.
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Bird

 Chloe was a bird. One 
day she flew past a cat. 
The cat was on a hill.
 “What are you doing?” 
Chloe asked the cat.
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Falling Star

! One night Chloe was 
outside with her dad.
! "Help, help!" they heard 
from up in the sky.
! "Look, Dad. A star is 
falling," said Chloe.
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Octopus

One day Chloe woke up. 
She was an octopus.
 “Mom, I am an octopus,” 
said Chloe.
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Bird 

 Clara was a bird. One 

day she flew past a cat. 

The cat was on a hill. 

 “What are you doing?” 

Clara asked the cat. 
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 “I am sitting on a hill,” 

said the cat. 

 “Come and fly with me,” 

said Clara. 

 “I cannot fly,” said the 

cat. 

 “That is too bad,” said 

Clara. 
2



 “I will go and fly all 

around,” said Clara. 

 “I will then come back 

and tell you all about it,” 

she said. 

 “That would be nice,” 

said the cat. 
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 So Clara went and flew 

all around. 

 She then came back to 

the cat. 

 Clara told the cat what 

she had seen. 

 The cat was happy. 
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 “Thank you,” said the 

cat. 

 “You are welcome,” said 

Clara. 
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Falling Star

One night Clara was 
outside with her dad.

"Help, help!" they heard 
from up in the sky.

"Look, Dad. A star is 
falling," said Clara.
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"What should we do?" 
said her dad.

"I know what to do," said 
 Clara.

She ran and got a big 
net.
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Clara took the net and 
quickly caught the star just 
before it hit the ground.

"Thanks for saving me," 
said the star.

"What should we do with 
this star now?" asked 
Clara's dad.
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"We need to throw it 
back up into the sky,” said 
Clara.

Clara grabbed the star 
out of the net and threw it 
back up into the sky.
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"Thanks so much," said 
the star from high up in the 
sky.

Clara was proud that 
she had saved a falling 
star.
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Octopus 

One day Clara woke up. 

She was an octopus. 

 “Mom, I am an octopus,” 

said Clara. 
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“That is nice. Now figure 

out what to do with your 

eight arms,” said her mom. 

 Clara thought and 

thought. 

 “I think I will play some 

music,” she said. 
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 She got out a guitar and 

played it. 

 She got out a trumpet 

and played it. 

 She got out a drum and 

played it. 

 She then got out a 

maraca and played it. 
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“I bet I can play all of 

these at once with my 

eight arms,” said Clara. 

 She picked up the 

maraca. She put the drum 

next to her. She picked up 

the trumpet. She then 

picked up the guitar.  
4



She began to play music 

with the guitar, the 

trumpet, the drum, and the 

maraca. 

 “Your band sounds 

great,” said her mother. 
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“Thanks, Mom. It is fun 

to be a one octopus band,” 

said Clara. 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Basketball 
By Clark Ness 

 “Good morning, Teacher,” said Clara 
as she walked into her classroom before 
school. 
 “Good morning,” said her teacher 
who was sitting at the teacher’s desk. 
“How can I help you?” 
 “I want to be a basketball,” said Clara. 
 “Why do you want to be a 
basketball?” asked her teacher. 
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 “I think it would be fun to fly in the air 
and then go swish through the 
basketball net,” replied Clara. 
 “Okay, you can become a basketball. 
Please come over here,” said the 
teacher. Clara’s teacher reached inside 
the teacher’s desk and pulled out the 
lucky buffalo coin. Clara walked over to 
the teacher’s desk. Her teacher held the 
coin above Clara’s head. 
 “Basketball, basketball, basketball,” 
said the teacher. 
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 There was a loud poof, followed by 
some white smoke, and Clara was a 
basketball. 
 One of Clara’s friends walked into the 
classroom just at that time.  
 “Do you want to go out and play 
basketball?” asked Clara the basketball. 
Her friend stopped right in her tracks 
and looked at the talking basketball.  
 “How can a basketball talk?” she 
asked. 
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 “It’s me, Clara,” said Clara. “Our 
teacher used the lucky buffalo coin and 
turned me into a basketball.” 
 “Boy, you must have done something 
really bad for our teacher to turn you 
into a basketball,” said the friend. 
 “No, I didn’t. I asked our teacher to 
turn me into a basketball because I 
wanted to be a basketball,” said Clara 
with a big smile. 
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 “You kids can go outside and play,” 
said the teacher. “You have about five 
minutes before school will start. Just 
remember to bring Clara back inside.” 
 Clara’s friend grabbed Clara the 
basketball and ran outside with her. 
 “Cool basketball,” said the other kids 
on the playground. 
 “It is just me, your friend, Clara,” said 
the basketball.   
 “Neat,” said the kids. 
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 The kids all played basketball with 
Clara the basketball. 
 “Does it hurt being a basketball?” 
asked one of the friends. 
 “Not a bit,” said Clara. “Shoot me 
through the hoop again.” 
 One of the kids picked up Clara and 
took a shot. Swish went Clara. 
 “That sure is fun,” said Clara.  
“Thanks.” 
 The school bell then rang. Clara’s 
friend went back into the classroom with 
Clara and walked over to their teacher. 
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 The teacher held up the lucky buffalo 
coin and said, “Clara, Clara, Clara.” 
There was a poof, then some white 
smoke, and Clara was Clara the girl 
again. 
 “Thank you. It was a lot of fun being a 
basketball. Maybe tomorrow I can be a 
baseball,” said Clara. 
 “I am glad you had fun. We can see 
about you being a baseball tomorrow. 
Now, time for school,” said the teacher.
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